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In the past few years, public awareness about the impact of light pollution on ecosystems 

and human health has gained importance. This has resulted into a desire to better adjust the 

public lighting systems to the needs of the populations and to educate the public to the eco-

nomical and environmental implications of light pollution. The capability to properly model 

light pollution is becoming an important prerequisite to conduct such a policy. Modelling is 

clearly the best approach to predict the positive or negative impacts of changes made on 

lighting systems at the scale of a town or a territory. 

To answer this need, DarkSkyLab has developed a tool to simulate light pollution called 

Otus. The distinctive approach of the Otus software is that its model is based on the 

knowledge of individual geolocated light sources and their physical characteristics, in particu-

lar the light power and ULOR (Upward Light Output Ratio which represents the fraction of the 

luminous flux which is emitted above the horizontal). Most of the existing simulation tools use 

models which are based on different types of high level heuristics: populations, land types, 

satellite images, etc. With these models, the light pollution maps which are produced do not 

reflect the actual layout of lighting networks nor the actual lighting observed at ground level 

at small scales. Because it uses discrete light sources which are precisely geolocated, Otus 

is in a position to produce maps which are much more in line with the reality of the lighting 

network implantation. 

As an example, the figure on the left 

displays the result of an Otus simula-

tion for an area in the central Pyrénées’ 

mountains in France (the width of the 

map is roughly 30km). The “study” zone 

embeds 118 towns and villages with 

14,319 individual geolocated light 

sources associated. Only the towns in 

the South part of the map (the study 

zone) are simulated at the discrete light 

source level, while the North part is 

simulated at a global level using an 

heuristic based on populations. This 

dual approach allows Otus to take into 

account a large “influence” zone, much 

wider than the study zone, for which 

discrete light sources are available 

(large cities can have an influence over long distances in the range of hundreds of kilome-

ters). 

The colors used in the map represent an indicator of the light pollution level at zenith in every 

point. They go from a dark red color (representing the most polluted sky) to white (represent-
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ing a location without any light pollution). The intermedi-

ate colors are red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue and 

gray. The scale on the right shows the Otus color scale 

with the corresponding values expressed in mag/arcsec2. 

If we take the example of an area close to the town of 

Lourdes, we are in a light yellow zone which is typical of 

a transition sky between a rural and a suburban areas. In 

such a location, the Milky Way is only discernable high in 

the sky and the details disappear when one looks lower 

on the horizon. The naked-eye limit magnitude with such 

a sky is in the range of 5 to 5.25. 

One can easily see on the Otus map that in the study 

zone, the sky quality levels closely match the lighting 

networks. Some towns are for instance split into hamlets 

having their own public lighting sources, which radically 

change the sky quality level one can expect in some are-

as. 

Otus also includes a feature to quickly change the char-

acteristics of the light sources (power, ULOR, extinction, 

etc.) in arbitrary areas. It is therefore very easy to evalu-

ate what are going to be the effects of some well con-

trolled changes in a specific area that can go down to the 

individual light source level. 

The measure of light pollution is commonly represented with the Bortle scale. The table be-

low depicts the relation between the Bortle scale colors and the colors used by Otus. The 

approximate naked-eye limit magnitudes (NELM) are provided as well as the number of stars 

that would be visible from an observation point at the latitude of Toulouse, France, during the 

night of the 27th of March, 2017 (above 10° of altitude while being protected from direct light-

ing). 

Bortle Color Bortle Class Otus Color NELM Number of Visible Stars Milky Way 

 1  ≥ 7 > 6700 Spectacular 

 2  ≥ 6.5 > 3800 Very detailed 

 
3 

 6 2170 Many details 

 5.5 1180 Some details 

 4  5.25 950 Weakened at horizon 

 4.5  5 660 Visible at zenith 

 5  4.75 520 Barely visible 

 6  4.5 340 Almost invisible 

 7  4.25 220 Invisible 

Blanc 8  4 190 Invisible 

Blanc 9  ≤ 3.5 ≤ 90 Invisible 
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It is important to verify that the results from the simulations made by Otus are in agreement 

with measures performed in the field. Some NSB (Night Sky Brightness) measures are also 

used to adjust the Otus model parameters and improve the predictions from the simulations. 

Application – Recovery of Dark Corridors 

The capability of Otus to predict the effects of changes in lighting systems over a territory 

constitutes an interesting tool to study “dark corridors”, i.e. a network formed of the traditional 

green and blue ecological corridors at the top of which the pressure from light pollution is 

applied. It becomes clear now that the identification and adherence to light pollution thresh-

old limits per species is an important consideration to protect biodiversity. Simulation consti-

tutes a powerful means to identify the most threatened areas on which the effort must be 

concentrated in priority. 

DarkSkyLab has conducted a study to characterize the dark corridors for two parks in the 

Pyrénées : the Parc National des Pyrénées and the Parc Naturel Régional des Pyrénées 

Ariégeoises. In the scope of this work, simulation has represented a valuable tool to pinpoint 

the precise areas where the ecological continuity need to be restored for the different studied 

species. To illustrate this point, the two maps below show the net effect that a 30% lighting 

power reduction and a zero ULOR policy would have for all the towns and villages of the 

study zone already show above. The same value of isoline is represented in the two maps in 

order to emphasize the emergence of darker corridors in several places. 

  

Application – Contribution of Urban Furniture to Light Pollution 

Light pollution studies is not limited simply to rural areas or national and regional parks. 

Large cities produce an intense artificial lighting which have effect on large distances. In ad-

dition, it is now recognized that artificial light at night have an insidious effect on human 

health, and it is therefore important to model light pollution in these very exposed environ-

ments. 

To illustrate this point, DarkSkyLab has conducted recently a study about the effects of all 

the lighted urban furniture in the city of Paris. This has been possible because the City of 

Paris grants a free access to all the detailed data about the lighting networks. This repre-

sents 126,941 individual light sources for which detailed information is available: type of light 
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fixture, geolocation, lamp type, power, etc. The availability of this data allowed DarkSkyLab 

to simulate the light pollution produced by the public lighting network in Paris using the Otus 

software. The levels of light pollution produced by the model are indeed very high and the 

map below just displays the relative variations of sky quality in various districts of the city. 

All the light sources are 

also represented in the 

map. The presence of 

a high density of more 

powerful lamps in 

some districts such as 

the Champs-Élysées, 

Nation and Auteuil cre-

ate comparatively 

higher levels of light 

pollution at these plac-

es. 

 

 

 

Some other areas such as the 10th and 19th districts, Montmartre, Saint-Sulpice and the 

Marais seem comparatively less illuminated due to the usage on average of lower power light 

fixtures. We can see with this example that simulation at the level of discrete light sources 

reveal significant differences in terms of light pollution over the area of a large city. 

In addition to the public lighting data, the City of Paris also provides details about the lighted 

urban furniture (taxi and bus stations as well as illuminated advertising panels). 

The picture on the right shows the positions 

of all these fixtures (illuminated advertising 

panels are in red and bus and taxi stations 

in blue). 

A simulation including only these 3,246 

lighted fixtures has been performed with 

Otus with some simplifying assumptions 

about the associated light sources: 90% of 

the power is used for lighting, a 50% ULOR 

is associated to standard illuminated panels 

and a 28% ULOR is associated to the bus 

and taxi stations (one side of the display is 

partly hidden by the shelter roof). 
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The result of the simulation is 

shown in the map on the left. 

The same color scale as in the 

previous maps is used. Once 

can see that, even if all the pub-

lic lighting of Paris was turned 

off, just the light emitted by illu-

minated advertising panels and 

bus and taxi stations would be 

enough to mostly hide the Milky 

Way from most of the streets in 

the city. 

 

The Influence of Clouds on Light Pollution 

When discussing the effects of light pollution, it is quite common to only consider the estima-

tions of NSB under clear skies. This tendency can be explained by the fact it was mostly as-

tronomers who started to have an interest in the study of light pollution. At the light of the 

recent developments in ecology research, it appears as a quite simplistic approach for sev-

eral reasons. First, the presence of clouds acts as an amplifier of light pollution inside and 

around urban areas. It is quite common to observe a 10x multiplying factor of the NSB in 

large cities when there are cloud or fog. Second, the impacts of light pollution on animal spe-

cies and plants are now well documented, and its amplification by clouds has profound ef-

fects on the ecosystems. 

The Otus software developed by DarkSkyLab has a specific feature to simulate the effect of 

an overcast sky (covered at more than 95%). The increase in light pollution levels is calculat-

ed by Otus using the correlation that exists between a clear sky and an overcast sky and that 

has been observed in many different locations with different levels of light pollution. 

The two maps below show the same area in the Pyrénées, France, as above. The first one 

shows the predicted light pollution with a clear sky while the second map shows the result of 

a simulation with an overcast sky. 
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The difference is striking and, as expected, the presence of clouds induces a strong increase 

of the light pollution levels on short scales while the areas far from the cities and towns, 

which were already quite dark in the clear sky simulation, become even darker. 


